brown rat (Rattus norvegicus), black rat (R. rattus), pig (Sus scrofa) and vicugna (Vicugna 140 vicugna). We constrained our domestic species selection to these major domestic species only 141 to showcase possible differences in pathogen sharing, while we are aware that there are some 142 additional species that may be considered to be domestic animals. 143 We generated four different measures of sampling effort for each mammalian host species, distribution of records among different virus species, i.e. higher overall sampling coverage 151 [24] . We generated these multiple indices as proxies of sampling intensity, as the true 152 sampling effort is not known. This is because records of species interactions in the literature 153 are arguable 'presence-only' records and rarely report the lack of interactions that would 154 reduce the number of pseudo-absences in biotic interaction data [25, 26] . The primary focus of this paper was to explore which mammalian host species might be the 193 most important for spreading viruses due to their sharing of viruses with others, and we were 194 interested in the phylogenetic and functional diversity of host species infected by different 195 virus species. We addressed these aims using three different statistical approaches, which we 196 describe in detail in the SI Appendix. In brief, we used the following statistical approaches: We calculated eigenvector centrality (a generalization of degree, which is the number of 200 connections a host species has to others in terms of virus sharing; eigenvector centrality 201 accounts both for the degree of a host species and those of connected species, i.e. it considers 202 host species to be highly central if their connected species are connected to many other well-203 connected species [35] ). Eigenvector centrality was strongly correlated with degree measures, 204 betweenness centrality, and closeness centrality (all Spearman r ≥ 0.76). Thus, we present 205 only results from eigenvector centrality and acknowledge that because of collinearity, it is not 206 possible to distinguish further between the different components. 207 We used the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test to assess whether the eigenvector centrality 208 measures differed between wildlife and domestic species and among host orders. We applied Hierarchical model of virus sharing among host species 219 We generated a binary N×N adjacency matrix with z(i,j) = 1 if the pair of host species i and j 220 were recorded to share any virus and z(i,j) = 0 otherwise (with i and j  1,…,N and j ≠ i). The 221 probability (i,j) that two host species share any virus can be linked to z(i,j) with a Bernoulli 222 distribution given as
. 224 We used the logit-link function to model variation in (i,j ) as 225 logit[(i,j)] ~ (i)+ βphylorder(i) * distphyl(i,j) + βecolorder(i) * distecol(i,j) + βdomest(i) 226 + Ɓbias Xbias(i) 227 Here, (i) is the species-specific intercept, which is further modelled with a hierarchical Hierarchical model of the proportion of zoonotic viruses carried by different host species 241 We modelled the probability ψ(i) that a virus recorded for a host species i is zoonotic 242 (corresponding to the likely proportion of zoonotic viruses carried by a host species) using a 243 binomial distribution based on the number of zoonotic viruses y(i) out of the total number of 246 We then used the logit-link function to model variation in ψ(i) among different host species
Here, µorder denotes the order-specific average according to the taxonomic order of species i, 250 which were modelled with a Gaussian error structure and a common 'average' hyperprior 251 mean, i.e. µorder ~ Ɲ(H, σ 2 ). X is a matrix of the 17 species-level covariates (including 252 phylogenetic distance to humans and the four proxies of sampling bias) described above and Our study concerns the contemporary pattern of virus sharing of mammal species 372 rather than any specific co-evolutionary histories of host switching and origin of viruses. In 373 many, perhaps most instances, this sharing indicates the possibility of cross-species 374 transmission, either directly via contact, or indirectly via air, soil, water, fomites or vectors.
375
In some instances, though, the contemporary cross-species transmission of a virus between 376 known host species is no longer possible or is highly unlikely, which is the case if viruses 377 have evolved into distinct lineages that will only spread among closely related host species in 378 response to adaptive evolution such as lineages of rabies viruses confined to bats rather than Our findings of larger proportions of zoonotic RNA viruses compared to DNA viruses carried 399 in different mammals is consistent with previous research [12, 19, 49] and is in line with our 400 finding that mammal species generally share RNA viruses more frequently with other hosts 401 than DNA viruses. Here, we reveal for the first time that these two major groups of viruses targeted host species depends on its prevalence in its host population and the number of 449 sampled host individuals but such information cannot be retrieved from database records.
450
With sparse data, any direct interpretation of absolute numbers of species richness and 451 interactions could rather reflect the observation process than true biological patterns and 452 processes [26], and we are therefore currently not able to explore such important properties in 453 our study. Network topologies can be also biased by sampling and data aggregation [54] . We 
